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Chapter 771: A 300-Person Girl Group Talent Show 

 

This scene went on for half a month. In the end, Mu Qinglan left the internet with her tail between her 

legs. 

Chu Yuan’s reputation was damaged, and some of his fans returned. 

However, compared to before, it was still much weaker. 

Chu Yuan did not mind. 

He had already switched to the strong side and did not care about traffic. 

There was still an endless stream of people looking for Chu Yuan to film a movie. 

During this time, [Energetic Girl] finally left the cinema. 

The total box office earnings were 2.64 billion. 

It was beyond everyone’s imagination! 

Shi Xi had originally thought that it would already be the glory of this movie if it could reach 500 million. 

However, she did not expect that in recent years, movies were all about pain literature, and there were 

very few such school comedies. 

There was no stupid plot, no misunderstanding, and no melodrama. 

It was a simple school comedy. 

The beautiful and delicate female lead, the handsome and cold school hunk male lead, and the gentle 

and black-bellied professor. 

A few of the main characters were madly gathering fans. As more and more fans appeared, the box 

office sales also rose. 

#Energetic Girl’s Total Box Office# even made it to the trending searches. 

After that, they looked forward to watching [Energetic Girl 2]. 

All good movies wanted to watch sequels. 

Kuai Xue Entertainment also officially announced that they would be releasing [Energetic Girl 2]. 

Fans: Wuhu~ 

The movie was not prepared in a day. 

The main leads were all on set. 



And the newest and most popular variety show was [The Star’s Chosen Girl], which had been hyped up 

for a long time and finally released its trailer. 

This time, Xun Teng had made a big move and nominated 300 female trainees for the first stage! 

Under the starlight, seating areas were set up on three sides of the stage. 

A total of 300 chairs! 

The trainees who had just entered were stunned. 

“So many chairs? Is there an audience?” 

“Alright, so many pretty sisters. I’m not confident anymore.” 

“Are there any foreign players?” 

The camera zoomed past, revealing beautiful faces and beautiful scenes on stage. 

Finally, the camera focused on Shen Hanquan. 

Shen Hanquan stood in the center of the stage. “A girl’s journey is the sea of stars. I’m looking forward 

to your vote for [The Star’s Chosen Girl]!” 

The short trailer ended and caused a heated discussion among the netizens. 

[F*ck, 300 people? This is too much! Can you take it?] 

[I can’t even remember more than a hundred people in the past. These 300 people??] 

[Face blindness has already been pre-breathed.] 

[Oh my god, are there so many trainees? Are they all just making up the numbers?] 

[There are also overseas trainees inside…] 

Other than these, there was another problem that was very much in the limelight. 

[Who are the instructors?] 

[Is it Shi Xi?] 

At the mention of Shi Xi, the black fans immediately stomped their feet. 

[Is Shi Xi worthy of being a mentor? Is she worthy? Is she worthy? Is she worthy?] 

The fans ignored them. 

Other than being a laughing stock, there was no use in being black. 

There were even some haters who analyzed seriously, [Shi Xi can’t do anything. She can only act as a 

vase.] 

[Now that there are 300 people in the draft, Shi Xi cannot even be a flower vase.] 



[Moreover, there are so many female trainees. Shi Xi will definitely be inferior to them. Will Shi Xi dare 

to go? She won’t dare.] 

[Xi Xi is on set.] 

Black fans: [Shi Xi doesn’t dare to participate in a girl group’s talent show. She only dares to participate 

in a boy group’s talent show. She’s actually a green tea who only knows how to charm men.] 

The black fans only wanted to belittle Shi Xi endlessly. 

A week later, [The Star’s Chosen Girl] officially aired. 

[Popular Mentor: Shi Xi.] 

In the center of the big picture on the cover was Shi Xi. 

The haters broke through their defenses one after another. [How is this possible? How could Shi Xi be a 

mentor for [The Star’s Chosen Girl]?] 

[Is Shi Xi worthy???] 

Fans: Haha. 

After the coaches finished dancing, the sweet and adorable Shi Xi Xi stood on the stage and announced 

the rules of this season’s [The Star’s Chosen Girl] with Shen Hanquan.. 

Chapter 772: Beauty and Fan Paradise, [Star Idol 2] 

 

#Star Shi Xi chooses a girl# 

As soon as the show was broadcast, the trending searches immediately followed. 

As a popularity mentor, Shi Xi did not have an opening stage. 

However, the moment she appeared, she became a trending topic with her beauty. 

Her hair had returned to its usual black color. Her long hair was all tied up and held in a shark clip. A few 

strands of hair fell from her forehead, making her look lazy and casual, but also messy-looking. 

Under the long eyelashes of the crow feathers, her light-colored eyes were big and bright, and there was 

a faint smile in her eyes. The short green top accentuated the girl’s snow-white skin. She wore a golden 

fish necklace that looked like an ornament and was very eye-catching. 

[She’s a beauty!] 

[Ah, I’m dead! This is a big sister, right? I feel like being her little sister! Wu, wu, wu, Xi Xi Zi is amazing 

every time she appears!] 

[Everyone, be quiet. This is my wife.] 

[As long as there’s a peanut.] 

Shi Xi had always had a sweet and cute style. She rarely dressed like a gentle and intellectual big sister. 



This style once again shocked the netizens. 

Of course, the black fans also had an excuse. 

[Shi Xi’s face is ruined, so she’s acting like an older sister, right?] 

𝘯𝑜𝘷𝘦𝑙𝘶𝘴𝑏.𝑐𝑜𝘮 

[She looks so old. Has she been exposed too many times?] 

[The movies are equally good. The TV series aren’t filmed well, and the variety shows are sparse. Shi Xi is 

really doing everything. She’s not professional at all.] 

Fans: […] 

Fan: [I don’t really understand. Do haters have eyes?] 

[Xi Xi’s movie box office earnings were 2.6 billion. Three had been aired, and one is currently being 

filmed. Last year, [Star Idol] was the most popular variety show on the Internet.] 

[Winning two awards, how is that not professional?] 

[What’s even more terrifying is that Shi Xi is only 19 years old this year and is a newcomer to the 

entertainment industry.] 

[That’s right. Our Xi Xi’s acting skills should be compared to the Best Actress, her variety sense should be 

compared to comedy, and her statistics should be compared to the top celebrities of the day.] 

The fans were already immune to such negative comments. 

[People who are often sour will not have sweet things in life.] 

* 

At the recording location of [The Star’s Chosen Girl]. 

After the rules were announced, Shi Xi and Shen Hanquan returned to the mentors’ seats. 

This year, her popularity had soared, and even her position had advanced by one level. 

The last time she participated in [Star Idol], she sat at the very edge. 

This time, she sat next to Shen Hanquan! 

Hehe. 

The instructors this time were basically the same lineup as last time. 

[Initiator: Shen Hanquan, the idol benchmark in the country. His looks are off the charts. His singing and 

dancing are nothing. His popularity is still high.] 

[Musical Tutor: Zheng Feicai, a married Chinese singer.] 

The seats for the dance instructor and rap instructor were canceled, and the positions of the two 

teaching assistants were replaced. 



Bai Cangyang and Li Jinfan, who had debuted in the previous [Star Idol]. 

After the two of them appeared, the crowd cheered again. 

[Star Idol] exploded in popularity, and the nine boy groups that had been selected blossomed in the 

entertainment industry. 

Those who could debut would naturally not be bad at singing and dancing, and their performance on 

stage would be superb. 

It was more than enough for them to be a talent selection instructor and guide these trainees. 

Bai Cangyang and Li Jinfan were the more popular members in the team. 

After the two of them appeared, the audience became even more excited. 

[Ahhhh, so handsome! Mama loves you ( 3′)~] 

[There are handsome guys and beautiful girls. There’s a stage and a showdown. The production team 

will really invite people this time.] 

[Xun Teng: I know what you guys are thinking.] 

[My eyes can’t take it anymore. The mentors’ looks are too good! Ah, the camera is just facing them for 

a day. I’m not tired of watching them!] 

Beauty and Fan Paradise, [Star Idol 2] 

Just the mentors’ super good-looking lineup alone was enough to make the netizens help out.. 

Chapter 773: Are You Forced to Inherit the Family Estate? 

 

After the show started, there were even more beautiful younger sisters. 

Some of the players were very popular before the game. 

Shi Xi looked at the stack of introductions in front of her, as well as the notes from the director’s team. 

Which ones needed to be taken care of and which ones did not need to be taken care of? 

It was a clear script. 

Before coming, Han Chuan told Shi Xi that Kuai Xue had also sent a few artistes over and asked her to 

take care of them. 

Shi Xi remembered it. 

After all, she was a person who earned money for herself! 

However, before the artiste could be seen, Shi Xi saw a familiar face. 

Hua Ruoling. 



Hua Ruoling was wearing a plain white dress. Her long hair was slightly curly. Her looks were average, 

but with the makeup, her five points of beauty became seven points. 

Her temperament was elegant and generous, and her every move was elegant and graceful. 

She introduced herself in a neither servile nor overbearing manner, “Hello, mentors. I’m a personal 

trainee. Hua Ruoling.” 

When she saw Hua Ruoling enter the arena, Shi Xi was shocked. 

If the Hua family was so rich, why would Hua Ruoling participate in a talent show? 

Shi Xi looked at the introduction in front of her. 

She had studied ballet and piano since she was young and had won many awards both domestically and 

abroad. She had even held a solo performance. 

The results were very eye-catching. 

“I saw that you’ve won international awards for piano and ballet. Why are you participating in the talent 

show?” Zheng Feicai asked. 

“I’ve learned dancing for more than ten years,” Hua Ruoling said. “I want to continue dancing. I want to 

dance in a bigger and brighter place.” 

Shi Xi thought to herself that she had already won an international award. She must have come to the 

talent show to get more attention, right? 

After all, she was not short of money. 

Hua Ruoling’s first performance was an elegant and beautiful swan dance. 

It could be seen that she had a good foundation. 

Shi Xi gave a few polite compliments. Seeing that everyone had given her an A, she gave her an A. 

Neither of them knew each other. 

If Hua Ruoling did not say it, Shi Xi would not take the initiative to say it. 

The last time she saw Hua Ruoling, she felt that she did not like her. 

However, she did not expect Hua Ruoling to come back to participate in the talent show. 

During the break, Li Jinfan whispered, “I didn’t expect Hua Ruoling to be here too!” 

“You know her?” Shi Xi looked over. 

Li Jinfan sat on her left. 

“I know her, but I’m not familiar with her.” Li Jinfan and Shi Xi whispered to each other. “Her family is 

quite rich.” 

“I know.” Shi Xi thought about the Hua family’s situation and could not help but say, “That means she’s 

quite rich, right?” 



Li Jinfan nodded in agreement with Shi Xi’s words. 

Shi Xi was puzzled. “Why did you come to the entertainment industry when your family is so rich? To 

participate in the talent show?” 

Li Jinfan looked sideways. “Isn’t your family quite rich too? Why did you enter the entertainment 

industry?” 

“If I don’t enter the entertainment industry, I’ll have to inherit my family’s assets,” Shi Xi explained 

seriously. 

She really wasn’t Versailles. 

It was true. 

Fortunately, Li Jinfan never played by the rules. 

“I didn’t want to go home and inherit the family property, so I entered the entertainment industry,” Li 

Jinfan agreed again. 

Shi Xi’s eyes were filled with tears as she said regretfully, “Are you also forced to inherit the family 

property?” 

“Yeah, they just want me to go back and manage the company all day. It’s so annoying!” Li Jinfan said in 

frustration. 

Shen Hanquan, who was from a poor family: I don’t really understand you rich kids. 

If you leave with nothing, I’ll be your parents’ son, okay? 

After a simple break, the stage continued. 

Shi Xi’s heart did not waver when she heard the name of the next combination. 

However, when she heard the name ‘Ning Yu’, Shi Xi frowned slightly. She felt that things were not as 

simple as they seemed. 

It was probably a name with similar pronunciation to Ning Yu. 

The world was so big, it was quite normal for names to clash.. 

Chapter 774: Why Did Ning Yu Take Part in the Talent Competition? 

 

With that thought in mind, Shi Xi flipped to the resume on the next page. 

Ning Yu, 19 years old, studying at Yanjing University. 

There was also a photo of Ning Yu on it.. 

Shi Xi: 

Why would her sister participate in such a talent show in the entertainment industry? 



It was ridiculous! 

As the background music started playing, Shi Xi saw two beautiful girls walking in together. 

Ning Yu, Mu Zhao. 

The two of them walked onto the stage, greeted each other, and introduced themselves. 

“Hello, mentors. I’m Mu Zhao?1 Mu Zhao’s smile was sweet and adorable. Her hair was tied into two 

ponytails, and she looked like a sweet girl who was happily doing business. 

After the two of them appeared, the comments changed. 

[Ahhhh, my Zhao Zhao female goose! Charge!] 

[Zhao Zhao is so pretty today too- Muah- ] 

[Zhao Zhao is really sweet! Give her a vote!] 

Mu Zhao had acted in dramas before and had even acted as the female lead of an online drama. 

She brought her own fans. 

However, the entertainment industry was changing rapidly. 

She also wanted to take advantage of the popularity to make herself more popular. 

Not only had Mu Zhao worked with Shi Xi before, but she had also been a guest actor in the previous 

season’s [Star Idol J. 

This made many netizens recall. 

When it was Ning Yu’s turn, it was much simpler. 

Ning Yu, who was standing next to Mu Zhao, had a cold expression on her face. She was like a beautiful 

woman who didn’t want to open for business today and only wanted to get off work. “Ning Yu.” 

Shen Hanquan looked at Ning Yu’s blank resume and asked kindly, “Ning Yu, I see that your past 

experience is zero. Why did you want to participate in our show?” 

“I’m accompanying a friend,” said Ning Yu bluntly. 

If Mu Zhao had not dragged her along, she would not have signed up. 

‘Accompanying a friend?” Shen Hanquan was stunned for a moment. “Are you with Mu Zhao?” 

Ning Yu nodded. 

There’s so much nonsense. Can’t we just perform and got off the stage? 

Ning Yu was tired. 

Hearing Ning Yurs straightforward answer, Mu Zhao smiled and said, “Ning Yu sings very well and can 

even compose music and lyrics. 1 think she deserves to be on such a good stage.” 



Shen Hanquan’s interest was piqued. “You know how to compose music? Do you have any works?” 

Shi Xi also looked at Ning Yu. 

Shi Xi naturally knew that Ning Yu had an alias. It was Alex, a well-known music god in the music 

industry. 

When her songs became popular, eight out of ten short videos would use her songs as background 

music. 

Previously, Shi Xi had even danced to Alex’s ’Shadow.’ 

But Ning Yu probably didn’t want to expose her identity, right? 

Shi Xi guessed. 

“I didn’t manage to make any decent songs,” Ning Yu replied calmly. 

Humility? 

This was modesty, right? 

Shi Xi applauded the big boss in her heart. 

However, such an arrogant attitude was very annoying to the audience. 

[Who is Ning Yu? Why does she look like someone owes her millions? Would it kill you to smile?] 

[Zhao Zhao said that she knows how to compose, but she doesn’t have a single song that she can take 

out?] 

[This kind of amateur shouldn’t go on stage. It’s a waste of our time.] 

As soon as Ning Yu appeared, the bullet screen did not have a good impression of her. 

Who would like a cold and boring person? 

“Ning Yu wrote the lyrics for our performance later,” Mu Zhao quickly tried to salvage the situation. 

“Alright, please begin your performance,” Shen Hanquan said. 

Before the two of them performed, the bullet screen had already started to curse and worry for Mu 

Zhao in advance. 

[Our Zhao Zhao is a dance major, but she ended up dragging a plane.] 

[Can anyone participate in the talent show now? Can a layman go on stage just because she knows how 

to arrange music and compose lyrics? Then I know how to do radio gymnastics. Can I go?] [Poor Zhao 

Zhao..] 

Chapter 775: ‘Little Shi Xi’ Also Joined the Talent Competition 

 

The background music played, and the two of them stood on the stage and entered the zone. 



This was the first time Shi Xi had heard Ning Yu sing live. 

Ning Yu, who had a cold personality, had a very special tone. It was 30% arrogant, 30% distant, and 40% 

indifferent. 

In short, it was good! 

Kneel. 

Shi Xi’s eyes widened. “Wow!” 

The other teachers also raised their heads and looked at Ning Yu. 

Ning Yu not only had a good voice and stable singing skills, but her dance movements were also not bad. 

She was actually not at a disadvantage when she stood beside Mu Zhao, who was a dance major. 

The comments fell silent. 

When the two of them finished their performance, the audience cheered. 

Bullet comments: [F*ck, f*ck! Sister Ning Yu is amazing! A clear and cold moonlight! ] 

[Ah, Sister is so cool! Step on me, step on me!] 

[As expected of the young lady that Mu Zhao strongly recommended. She’s really amazing!] 

The draft was to choose the most popular trainees. 

The stronger the ability, the more popular it was. 

They were all like this. 

In the end, Ning Yu got an A while Mu Zhao got a B. 

Although Mu Zhao regretted getting a B, she was still very happy that Ning Yu got an A. 

Sisterhood. 

Shi Xi looked a little jealous. 

Humph! Ning Yu was clearly her sister! 

She should be hugging Ning Yu’s arm and acting cute! 

This micro-expression was captured by the camera and cut into the program. 

[What’s with Shi Xi’s expression? Did she panic because she saw someone who was prettier than her? ] 

[Mu Zhao and Shi Xi have the same style as sweet girls. Ning Yu is stronger than Shi Xi. 

Shi Xi must be unhappy! ] 

The netizens did not know that Shi Xi was just jealous and tried their best to guess. 

However, every single one of them guessed correctly. 



At the show venue. 

The preliminary stage rating was still ongoing. 

Shi Xi was already tired after evaluating many trainees. 

300 trainees couldn’t even watch the performance, let alone the additional exams and chatting. 

The first, second, and third episodes were recorded directly on the first stage, and this was even after 

nearly half of the ineffective first stage was deleted. 

In the end, Shi Xi finally heard the name of her entertainment company. 

“Let’s welcome the Kuai Xue Entertainment group, Cake, onto the stage!” 

Shi Xi sat up straight. 

“Is she from the same company as you?” Shen Hanquan asked as he looked at Shi Xi. 

Shi Xi nodded. “Yes, I’ve watched their rehearsal. It’s not bad.” 

Although it was only a glimpse back then. 

During the conversation, Kuai Xue Entertainment’s group, Cake, had already gone on stage. 

There were a total of five people on stage. 

The five of them introduced themselves. 

“I’m Zhao Xueke, the C of Kuai Xue Entertainment’s Cake. You can call me Ke or CC.” 

Shi Xi looked up and thought to herself, ‘Could it be that Cake is CC, AA, KK, EE?’ 

She didn’t expect it to be like this. 

It was easy to remember. 

But there were five of them? 

Shi Xi looked at the last person. 

“Hello, everyone. My name is Yan Yinuo. A promise is worth a thousand gold,” Yan Yinuo introduced 

herself nervously. 

“You forgot to mention the company,” CC reminded her softly. 

Yan Yinuo realized what was going on and hurriedly added, “I’m Yan Yinuo from Kuai 

Xue Entertainment. I’m a man of my word.” 

Shi Xi knew that there was someone who looked very similar to her. When she really saw her, she did 

not think that she looked that similar. 

She was clearly prettier. 

“I heard that you have a nickname. It’s called ‘Little Shi Xi’,” Shen Hanquan asked Yan Yinuo. 



The camera landed on Yan Yinuo and Shi Xi. 

Shen Hanquan coughed and asked, “Do you think you look like Shi Xi?” 

Shen Hanquan did not want to ask such a provocative question. 

But in the script given to him by the program team, it was marked that he had to ask this question! 

Chapter 776: As Long as I’m Not Awkward 

 

After Yan Yinuo was asked this question, she was so embarrassed that she could not even hold the 

microphone properly. 

She looked at Shi Xi and then at Shen Hanquan. 

What should she say? 

The crowd was silent for more than ten seconds. 

Yan Yinuo did not realize that she was wasting everyone’s time. 

[As long as I’m not embarrassed, others will be embarrassed.] 

[Doesn’t this Yan Yinuo know how to reply?] 

[I don’t care if she looks like her or not. Say something. You’re making me feel awkward.] 

[But they really look alike, especially the eyes. They’re exactly the same! ] 

In the end, Shi Xi broke the silence and helped her artiste out of the predicament. 

“Beautiful women all have similarities,” Shi Xi joked. 

“Sister Xi, do you mean that ugly people have their own ways of being ugly?” asked Li Jinfan. 

“I didn’t say that. You said it yourself!” Shi Xi said warily. 

[My heart hurts.] 

[I’m so sad. Beautiful women all have similar comments. Ugly people are all grotesquely ugly.) 

Yan Yinuo heaved a sigh of relief when she saw that Shi Xi had helped her out. 

She really didn’t know what to say! 

She secretly sized up Shi Xi. 

Teacher Shi Xi was really beautiful. 

Seeing that Yan Yinuo did not reply, Shen Hanquan did not pursue the matter further. “Please begin 

your performance.” 

Shi Xi sat up straight, wanting to take a good look at the performance of her company’s trainees. 



The five of them stood in formation and began to perform. 

They chose a sweet song. The difficult parts were all completed by CC, Zhao Xueke. The others 

performed well. 

Yan Yinuo was the only one who got the least number of parts. She did not sing solo either. She sang 

with others, and her singing and dancing skills could not be seen. 

However, when Shi Xi saw that she did not even have much strength to jump around, she knew that Yan 

Yinuo did not have any dancing skills. 

It was also written in the introduction that Yan Yinuo’s training duration was only three months. 

What could she learn in three months? 

The vocal instructor, Zheng Feicai, looked at Yan Yinuo and said directly, “You didn’t sing just now, did 

you?” 

Yan Yinuo blushed. “I’m not good at singing.” 

“How about you dance?” Li Jinfan asked. 

Yan Yinuo’s face turned even redder. She shook her head and said, “Not good.” 

The instructors were dumbfounded. 

So what was she doing here? 

The bullet comments were much more clear-headed. [I’m just looking at Shi Xihuo. They want to nurture 

another ‘Shi Xi’.] 

[Didn’t Shi Xi also rely on her face to become popular back then? Isn’t Yan Yinuo the current Shi Xi 2.0?] 

[That’s ‘Little Shi Xi’. Tsk tsk, they’re really treating me like a fool.] 

“Yan Yinuo, do you want to try singing or dancing?” Shen Hanquan suggested. 

Yan Yinuo held the microphone, not knowing what to say. 

That pair of harmless eyes were like a deer, unable to speak. 

Yan Yinuo and Shi Xi were somewhat similar, so she was destined to have good looks. 

Who wasn’t a good-looking dog? 

[Yinuo is so good-looking! It’s okay to be in a daze.] 

[The society is afraid of the current situation and doesn’t dare to speak. I don’t know what to say.] 

[It’s as if I can see the signal in her eyes: Who can save me?] 

People were always very tolerant of people with good looks. 

Shen Hanquan did not care if Yan Yinuo was beautiful or not. 



There were so many beautiful girls here! 

“Have you thought it through?” Shen Hanquan urged. 

Yan Yinuo looked at her captain, CC Zhao Xueke, as if she was asking for help. 

A flash of inspiration! 

Yan Yinuo’s eyes lit up. “Can I give the chance to take the extra test to CC?” 

The crowd was in an uproar. 

How could this work? 

Shen Hanquan did not expect Yan Yinuo to give up the chance to take the additional test! 

When the bullet screen saw this scene, they were all touched by Yan Yinuo’s actions.. 

Chapter 777: Shi Xi Meets Second Master Xie 

 

[Baby is so kind. She actually gave up her precious chance to take the extra test.] 

[How many people didn’t even get the chance to take the second test? Yan Yinuo actually gave up the 

chance. How heartwarming.] 

Some people began to tell the truth. 

[Yan Yinuo knows that she’s a terrible singer and dancer. She doesn’t want to make a fool of herself, so 

she gave up the opportunity, right?] 

[What a little white flower. I’m so disgusted.] 

[Isn’t the result important? She just gave up the opportunity!] 

Some of the bullet comments criticized Yan Yinuo, while others defended her. 

Shen Hanquan heard Yan Yinuo’s answer and asked, “Are you sure you want to give CC the extra 

chance?” 

Yan Yinuo nodded immediately. “I’m sure!” 

With her singing and dancing trash physique, it was better not to go up and embarrass herself. 

“Then let’s see Zhao Xueke’s additional test,” said Shi Xi. 

She could already tell that Yan Yinuo was a good-for-nothing who could not sing and dance. 

However, in every talent show, there would be an idol that was different from the traditional idols. 

Rebellion. 

In the end, Zhao Xueke decided to try again. 

Moreover, Zhao Xueke performed very well in the additional test. 



Yan Yinuo stood by the stage and heaved a sigh of relief. 

After the additional test, Zheng Feicai still wanted to hear Yan Yinuo sing. She asked, “Just try singing a 

cappella. It’s fine.” 

Yan Yinuo picked up the microphone with the encouragement of her teammates. “My dear, where are 

you hiding in a daze? What’s on your mind that you can’t let go of…” 

[Don’t talk, we re on the same side!] 

[I’m dying of laughter. If 1 didn’t look at the subtitles, 1 wouldn’t have known that it was the song 

‘Unbreakable Love’.] 

[‘A Promise That Never Flows.’] 

Who doesn’t like stupid beauties? 

Zheng Feicai’s expression was complicated. “Why did you join the show?” 

Her singing and dancing were so bad. 

Yan Yinuo replied honestly, “I wanted to act at first, but my manager said that I’m not very popular. He 

asked me to participate in the talent show first. If 1 can make it to the second round, he’ll let me join the 

cast.” 

Zheng Feicai looked at Shi Xi. “Does your company have such a rule?” 

“I really don’t know about that,” Shi Xi said helplessly. 

Han Chuan wasn’t the only manager in Kuai Xue, so she didn’t know what each manager had. 

After the first stage ended, the biggest dark horses were Ning Yu and Yan Yinuo. 

One was a cold and beautiful woman, while the other was a stupid beauty who could not sing and 

dance. 

Even Shi Xi did not expect that the two of them would be loved by so many netizens. 

Shi Xi thought, As expected, people are all curious.’ 

After Shi Xi finished filming, she had to return to the production team to film. 

It was too difficult. 

There really wasn’t any time for romance. 

Of course, earning money was more important! 

As for Xie Yunzhou, if they did not meet, his illness would be easier to control. 

Previously, Ning Yu had suggested that Xie Yunzhou stay away from Shi Xi for a period of time. 

After he recovered, he would interact with Shi Xi again. 

Xie Yunzhou refused. 



Now that Shi Xi was busy, Xie Yunzhou started to take medicine every day and gradually did not have to 

rely on medicine. 

Everything was developing in a good direction. 

* 

Shi Xi received an invitation from the Hua family during the recording break. 

It was Hua Xuanhe who invited her to a banquet. 

Shi Xi did not want to go at first, but she had the time. 

Han Chuan prepared a gown for Shi Xi so that she could interact with the people in Yanjing. “Kuai Xue is 

currently in its development phase. You’re the boss, so you have to interact with them properly. That 

way, it’ll be easier for your subordinates to find jobs.” 

Shi. Kuai Xue boss. too lazy to move . forced to work hard. Xi: “Can’t you find the notice?” “Who would 

complain about the lack of money?” 

Shi Xi: …That was true. 

However, Shi Xi did not expect to meet Second Master Xie at this banquet.. 

Chapter 778: Banquet: The Calm Before the Storm 

 

“Is President Xie free recently?” Han Chuan hinted. 

“Hmm? Why are you asking about him?” Shi Xi was puzzled. 

“Yanjing isn’t Feng City. It’s good to have someone to take care of you.” Han Chuan sized 

Shi Xi up and said, “Don’t you know how beautiful you are?” 

Shi Xi’s eyes were shallow. She said shyly, “Don’t praise me like that. I know I’m pretty.” “I’m afraid 

someone will make things difficult for you,” Han Chuan said expressionlessly. Beautiful girls were always 

the easiest to bully at banquets. 

Perverted men wanted to hook up with them, and jealous women looked at them with jealousy. 

Shi Xi thought about it and said, “Xie Yunzhou doesn’t like Yanjing very much… Since Hua Xuanhe invited 

me, he won’t make things difficult for me, right?” 

“Will he be with you throughout the banquet?” Han Chuan said bluntly. 

“He won’t,” Shi Xi replied. 

He was the heir of the Hua family. How could he be around her all night? 

“Lou Ruicong will accompany you?” asked Han Chuan. 

“What’s his background?” Shi Xi looked at Han Chuan and asked curiously. 



This kind of banquet was all about background. 

However, Shi Xi remembered that Lou Ruicong came from an ordinary family and did not look like a rich 

young master. 

“No, I just found him a little annoying and wanted to send him away.” 

Who could stand Lou Ruicong? 

Shi Xi did not want to bring any male guests. After listening to Han Chuan’s analysis for a week, she said, 

“1’11 ask my brother if he knows any friends in Yanjing.” 

If Lou Ruicong opened his mouth, Shi Xi felt that he would only cause trouble. 

“It just so happens that Sheng Yan is going to Yanjing, so let him accompany you to the banquet,” Shi Xu 

said. 

“Sheng Yan?” Shi Xi looked puzzled. “Why is he going to Yanjing?” 

“Open a branch.” 

Shi Xi suddenly understood and was puzzled. “Hasn’t Shengshi Jewelry already opened a branch in 

Yanjing?” 

She still remembered the jewelry exhibition. 

“Opening the second branch.” 

Thinking of how successful Sheng Yan’s career was, Shi Xi said with red eyes, “Selling jewelry is really 

profitable!” 

How long had it been? They had already opened a new branch! 

Shi Xu agreed. “The profits in the jewelry industry are indeed ridiculously high.” 

Shi Xi looked at her eldest brother and asked, “Have you never thought of expanding our business in 

Yanjing?” 

Shi Xu was silent for a moment. “Sure. After you enter the company, 1’11 support you in any way you 

want to develop yourself.” 

“I’m going to find Sheng Yan.” When she heard that she was going to enter the company, 

Shi Xi hurriedly ran away. 

* 

Shi Xi had not seen this fiance in name for a long time. 

The two of them rarely interacted. 

Except for this kind of business banquet. 

Sheng Yan knew that she was attending the Hua family’s banquet, so he agreed. 



The Hua family had a high position in Yanjing, and if they could befriend them, their future business 

would be good. 

No one wanted to make more enemies in the business world. 

On the day of the banquet, Shi Xi wore a light blue dress and went to the Four Seasons 

Hotel with Sheng Yan. 

Hua Xuanhe had been paying attention to the guests at the entrance. When he saw Shi Xi enter, he 

personally went over to welcome her. 

“Long time no see, Miss Shi.” Hua Xuanhe walked to Shi Xi. 

“You don’t have to be so polite. Just call me Xi Xi.” Shi Xi’s eyes curved. “Where’s Sister 

Windy?” 

Hua Xuanhe, “…Windy is my aunt. Do you want to be one generation higher than me?” 

Shi Xi stuck out her tongue. “But Windy is young and pretty. I can’t call her Auntie, right?” 

“She’ll be here in a while. I’ll also introduce you to Ruo Ling. Ruo Ling has been participating in your 

show recently,” Hua Xuanhe said. “I need you to take care of her.” “I know she’s Windy’s daughter.” Shi 

Xi did not have any thoughts and asked casually, 

“Did your family agree to her entering the entertainment industry?” “It’s useless even if we don’t 

agree,” Hua Xuanhe said helplessly.. 

Chapter 779: Hua Ruoling’s Pride 

 

Shi Xi thought that was true. 

The Shi family did not agree to her entering the entertainment industry either. 

Was it useful? 

It was useless. 

Sheng Yan came in with Shi Xi and greeted Hua Xuanhe. Seeing that they were chatting, he walked to 

the side. 

They started eating the buffet. 

She had to admit that the banquet buffet provided by the hotel was really good. 

Hua Xuanhe glanced at Sheng Yan and asked Shi Xi, “Why didn’t you come with Xie 

Yunzhou?” 

“Why didn’t you invite him?” Shi Xi asked back. 

“He doesn’t come back to Yanjing often, so 1 didn’t invite him,” Hua Xuanhe said with a smile. 



Shi Xi did not continue talking about Xie Yunzhou. Instead, she asked, “Why did you suddenly think of 

inviting me? Just because your sister is going to participate in the show?” 

If it was just because of this, she would really feel bored. 

𝙣𝙤𝒗𝙚𝙡𝙪𝒔𝒃.𝒄𝙤𝙢 

“Of course not.” Hua Xuanhe passed Shi Xi a glass of fruit juice and asked, “Do you know that the Hua 

family has a film company?” 

“Huan Yu Entertainment, the top entertainment company in the country. Of course 1 know about it.” Shi 

Xi had been in the entertainment industry for more than half a year and had a good understanding of 

the top entertainment companies. 

The Hua family was in Yanjing, so it was convenient to do anything. 

It was rumored that Huan Yu Entertainment was the first company to make movies. 

Hua Xuanhe nodded. “It’s Huan Yu Entertainment. Do you want to join us?” 

Shi Xi was slightly stunned. 

She had never expected that Hua Xuanhe had invited her to the banquet to poach her. 

“Well, 1 have my own company,” Shi Xi rejected tactfully. 

Although Kuai Xue was only a small company, she was the boss and could make all the decisions. 

Even for the jobs, she could go if she wanted to or not. 

In the industry, Shi Xi had seen many unspoken drinking games. Many managers had sold their 

subordinates in exchange for resources. 

Hua Xuanhe smiled. “There’s a limit to the resources that Kuai Xue can help you get. If you come to 

Huan Yu, I can arrange for you to be in Huan Yu’s movies immediately.” 

The entertainment series was a real high-quality movie. 

Shi Xi was tempted. 

“If you’re worried, you can write all of this into the contract.” 

“We’ll bear all the compensation you need to terminate your contract with your original company.” 

“I’ll think about it carefully,” Shi Xi said hesitantly. 

As they were talking, Windy brought Hua Ruoling in. 

Although they were mother and daughter, Windy maintained herself very well. The two of them stood 

together like sisters. 

Hua Xuanhe brought Shi Xi forward and exchanged a few pleasantries before tactfully leaving the group 

of girls. 



Windy looked at Shi Xi, and the more she watched, the more she liked her. “I watched your show. You 

did a great job!” 

Shi Xi smiled faintly. “The show is indeed very good.” 

“Oh right, this is my daughter, Hua Ruoling.” Windy pushed Hua Ruoling to the front and said, “You’ve 

met her before. Ruoling is currently participating in [The Star’s Chosen Girl].” 

Shi Xi smiled politely at Hua Ruoling. “I know. She performed very well on the show.” 

“Hello, Teacher Shi Xi,” Hua Ruoling greeted politely. 

No matter what she was thinking, she had to put on a good show. 

“Ruoling, learn more from Xi Xi.” Windy’s mood was easy to understand. She saw that her daughter 

wanted to enter the entertainment industry and wanted Shi Xi to guide her. 

“I’m not as pretty as Teacher Shi Xi, so I can’t learn much.” Hua Ruoling thought herself to be aloof and 

did not bother to associate herself with Shi Xi. 

Hua Ruoling felt that Shi Xi had relied on her face to gain her current fame. 

If you don’t follow the same path, you can’t plan with each other. 

After a few words, they parted ways. 

Shi Xi went to the buffet area and secretly ate some meat.. 

Chapter 780: Invest in Something and Go Bankrupt, Buy Something and Collapse, First-Class Cancer of 

the Enterprise, Guiding Light of the Industry 

 

As an artiste, she was usually required to go on a diet. 

She could finally eat without restraint. 

Shi Xi was eating when roses stretched out from the side. 

“Beautiful lady, are you alone?” 

Shi Xi was eating beef as she looked over at the roses. 

The man holding the flowers was tall and handsome. His fingers were long and slender, and he wore an 

expensive mechanical watch on his wist. 

An ignorant and incompetent rich second-generation. 

“I’m sorry, I have a male companion with me.” Shi Xi retracted her gaze and spoke calmly. 

Second Master Xie picked up the flowers as if he did not hear the rejection in Shi Xi’s words. He 

introduced himself, “My name is Xie Dong. I would like to invite Miss Shi for a drink alone.” 

“Sorry, I don’t drink,” Shi Xi continued to refuse. 



The name sounded familiar. 

Xie Dong? 

Xie Yunzhou’s relative? 

Xie Dong was rarely rejected like this. Thinking that Shi Xi did not know his identity, he said persistently, 

“Do you not recognize me?” 

𝒏𝙤𝒗𝙚𝒍𝙪𝙨𝙗.𝙘𝙤𝒎 

He was the only son of Chairman Xie of the Xie Corporation. 

There was no one in Yanjing who didn’t know him. 

Shi Xi really wanted to continue eating meat. When she heard Second Master Xie’s words, she turned 

around to look at him and guessed, “You’re the heir of the Xie family, right? The investment bankruptcy, 

the purchase plunge, the first-class cancer of the enterprise, and the industry’s guiding light, right?” 

Second Master Xie’s expression changed instantly. 

Shi Xi smiled faintly. “I don’t think we have anything in common.” 

Second Master Xie said coldly, “I’ve long heard that Shi Xi has a sharp tongue. I didn’t expect her to be 

so merciless. Aren’t you afraid that I’ll ban you?” 

Shi Xi took a cup of ice cream and mango pudding. Her big eyes were sparkling as she said, “Aiya, these 

are all rumors I heard-“ 

“I have no enmity with you, so how can I not show you mercy?” 

“Seeing how handsome you are, the rumors must be fake. You must be successful in your career and 

happy, right?” 

Second Master Xie couldn’t get up or down. 

Fortunately, he did not forget his purpose. A smile appeared on his face again and he said, “I’m indeed 

not good at running a business, but I have more than ten real estates under me.” 

As he spoke, Second Master Xie casually took out his Rolls-Royce car keys. “Do you want to go for a 

ride?” 

This was his tried and tested technique for picking up girls. 

Shi Xi was about to say something when she sensed someone looking at her. 

She looked over and smiled. “Miss Hua seems to be looking for you. Excuse me.” 

Second Master Xie wanted to stop Shi Xi, but Hua Ruoling had already walked over. 

“What are you doing?” Second Master Xie said unhappily. 

He was almost a hundred million points away from meeting Shi Xi! 

“You’ve taken a fancy to Shi Xi?” Hua Ruoling asked in disdain. 



“Shi Xi is beautiful. She has a thin waist and long legs. She’s the most energetic in bed. Are you jealous?” 

Second Master Xie asked narcissistically. 

Hua Ruoling was expressionless. “You think I have Stockholm syndrome? Have a good impression of the 

person who threatened me?” 

“What threat?” Second Master Xie smiled evilly. “How unpleasant is that? We are mutually beneficial.” 

Hua Ruoling clenched her fists. “Mutually beneficial? What interest did you give me?” 

“I’ll help you keep the secret, and you’ll give me the Hua family’s secret. Isn’t this mutually beneficial?” 

Second Master Xie asked shamelessly. 

Shi Xi didn’t go far. 

She went to the other side of the table and heard this sentence clearly. 

Huh? 

Shi Xi was puzzled. 

Can’t you find a place with fewer people to discuss such a private matter? 

She really didn’t mean to hear it! 

However, this had nothing to do with her. 

Shi Xi pretended not to hear him and continued to eat her pudding. 

However, she was still friends with Hua Xuanhe. 

Should she remind him? 

Shi Xi fell into a dilemma.. 

 


